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LEGAL DISCLAIMER
It is required that you read this legal disclaimer section carefully. If you
have any doubts, get advice from legal, financial, taxation, or other
competent law practitioners. All of the information provided here is not
intended to be complete, and it should never be construed as a part of
different contractual arrangements.
It is our firm conviction that the information provided in this white paper is
accurate and up to date and that all products, services, technical
architecture, token distribution, and company timelines are accurate and
up to date. Furthermore, all of these materials may have changed without
notice, and they can never be considered a signatory agreement of advice.
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LEGAL DISCLAIMER
NO ADVICE
This white paper does not obligate anybody to sign a contract or make a
legally enforceable commitment to contribute. This white paper also does not
constitute any form or part of any opinion that can be construed as advice, or
that can be used to sell or solicit any offer by Trillions to purchase our token,
nor shall it be construed as a part of any effect that can be used in the
formation of a contract or an investment decision.

COMPLIANCE WITH TAX OBLIGATIONS
Users of the Website are entirely responsible for determining what, if any,
taxes, if any, apply to their transactions. The Website's owners or authors are
not responsible for determining which taxes apply to transactions.

LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
RULE shall not be held liable for any loss or harm resulting from the use of
this website's material, including written material, links to third-party sites,
data, quotations, charts, and buy/sell signals. Please be fully informed
about the dangers and expenses of trading assets on the financial markets
(digital or otherwise). ICOs, in particular, are one of the riskiest investing
options. There's a chance you'll lose your whole investment.

INVESTMENT RISKS
Trading cryptocurrencies have a high level of risk and is not suited for all
investors. You should carefully evaluate your investing goals, level of expertise,
and risk appetite before opting to trade cryptocurrencies, tokens, or any other
digital asset.
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INTRODUCTION
ITMYNFT is a decentralized NFT Marketplace for Creating and Selling NFTs
on the Binance Smart Chain; Our goal is to create the most User-Friendly &
Interoperable NFT platform which rewards its holders.
ITMYNFT is a Next-generation NFT platform. It aims to simplify the user
threshold, provide cross-blockchain support, and provide lower rates to improve
the NFT ecosystem and become the largest, lowest rate, and most
comprehensive cross-blockchain NFT marketplace. ITMYNFT will be
community-driven and governed, and the core members of the community are
composed of top investors in the NFT field.
IMN is the governance token of ITMYNFT, with a total issuance of only
2,500,000. It is intended to create a high-priced coin to attract popularity! 10%
of ITMYNFT tokens for community airdrop, and distributed to community users
for free. 50% of ITMYNFT tokens for pre-sale, and the pre-sale price is 1 ETH
= 10,000 IMN; 1 BNB = 1000 IMN. After the pre-sale ends, IMN will be listed
on CEX & DEX. The estimated listing price of IMN is $10.
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VISION
A decentralized economy is coming. We’re not going back to the days
when only a few were rich and everyone else struggled, so let's work
together now for this new future where cryptocurrency will be in every
portfolio!
A society that values financial security as much or more than physical
safety cannot long withstand such disparities between those who control
money over others' lives; it invites abuse from those able to purchase power
at any cost whether through threats against individuals or their communities
alike. But if we have learnt anything from recent history, no person can
make decisions on behalf of all.
ITMYNFT platform is designed to change how we perceive decentralized
mobile applications by end consumers. The global adoption of the product with
no limitations helps earn a handsome income through holding while
maintaining privacy and security for users' autonomy all in one place! The team
at ITMYNFT has created this ecosystem based on sound monetary policies
which include a solid foundation put together so you can expect nothing less
than excellence from them - even if your expectations may be high already
since they always strive towards perfection as well.
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MISSION
The IMN Token was created as a consequence of our tireless efforts to create
previously unseen advancements while avoiding the use of technology. The
motive offered by our contingent whitepaper is to make users not only find out
new coins but also to make them able to make the best decision. It will also
enable them to decide a complacent decision whether they should reimburse
or not in this trending company. It would assist them in getting acquainted
with the decentralized policy that utilizes its users to wield and make better
financial security risks.

OUR MOTIVE IS AS FOLLOWS
Furnish this opportunity to every punter or client with easy and convincing
methods to swap digital acquisitions.
It will also decrease the setbacks for entrance to a more privileged financial
ecosystem.
To launch a community focalized and digital acquisition entirely decentralized
in every term of the policy.
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OUR STANDARDS
EXECUTION OF SMART CONTRACTS
Executing Smart agreements on our foundation will benefit from
diminishing exchange hazards since they are put on and defended by
blockchain as often as possible.
Minimal expense administrations:
Management and administration costs will be diminished, making it more
straightforward for our clients to contribute, and no mediators or fee
expenses will be charged during the execution cycle.
Exactness:
During the execution interaction, no human mediation is needed, bringing
about expanded business process effectiveness and precision for our
financial backers.
Wellbeing:
Our foundation is completely secure because of the execution of brilliant
agreements; eventually, we see public open-source blockchains as net
positive, essentially because imperfections are disposed of quicker than in
private blockchain
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RUG FREE AND COMMUNITY-DRIVEN
PLATFORM
IMN TOKEN is a community-driven platform, thanks to community-driven
development because users do not need to transmit their assets to the
exchange. Establishing a community-driven platform reduces the possibility
of theft through the exchange of hackers. We plan to design and launch a
rug-free token and launching platform. A rug pull is a hostile manoeuvre in
the cryptocurrency business in which crypto engineers abandon a project
and flee with investors' monies. Rug pulls are frequent in the decentralized
finance sector, especially on decentralized exchanges; our platform would
be impervious to such malice. More decentralized cryptocurrencies are
more likely to be stable and long-lasting.
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LOCKED LIQUIDITY
Liquidity pools are collections of tokens maintained in smart contracts that
provide liquidity in decentralized exchanges, attempting to ease the
problems posed by the inherent uncertainty of such systems. Over one is a
favorable liquidity ratio; the more significant the balance, the better the
company's safety margin to fund current liabilities. No one has to worry
about providing Liquidity because our platform offers 10% of the total
token supply to the Liquidity Pool is locked and fills up automatically.
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WHAT DO WE OFFER?
We are endeavoring to meet the expanding and differentiated requests
of the investors.
Being a market chief in protecting crypto trading sector fragments.
Providing quality experience and solid administrations and getting
from presumed innovation.
Becoming proficient showcasing accomplice for our administrators to
meet the goals of classification, market data, and client care.
Being the favored stage for our clients, with our crypto, business
exchanging administrations surpass their quality necessities.
Giving convenient data to the clients regarding patterns of the market
elements.
Harnessing the creative energies of every one of our staff through
cooperation, advancement and a specific workplace.
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WHY INVEST IN OUR COMPANY
Our company and token enable you, as artists and investors, to buy and
sell without the involvement of a third party or middleman and the risk
of fraud. We want to create projects that do not rely on rug pulling, a
new type of exit scam in which criminals posing as crypto developers
abandon a project and flee with investors' money by removing purchase
support or a DEX liquidity pool from the market.
This distinguishes our platform from others. Because intelligent contract
validators entirely validate mining, you will never lose your tokens. The IMN
TOKEN platform provides our users with many opportunities to earn,
invest, and work for the greater good. Interest in digital forms of money
was primarily limited to frequently encouraging yet genuinely crude
instruments like carrier resources and tokens. While opening a directional
exchange on the perfect unstable resource at the ideal time may be
beneficial, these systems rarely consider the board's astute danger. In this
capacity, while the potentially significant yields on the proposal through
crypto-markets may have piqued the interest of many retail clients recently,
the associated dangers and a lack of tools to deal with them appropriately
have kept the majority from venturing into these business sectors.
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NFT MARKETPLACE
IMN Non-fungible tokens (NFTs) are one-of-a-kind, non-transferable assets
created on the blockchain. NFTs' basic characteristics provide them with a
distinct value and categorically distinguish them from other forms of assets.
These characteristics include verifiably uniqueness and indivisibility. Because
the underlying code is transparent, the scarcity and ownership of any given
token can be determined without the use of a trusted middleman. The rise of
NFTs, in our opinion, is part of a larger paradigm shift away from centralized
to decentralized systems.
This platform is now allowing makers of digital collectables to experiment
with new revenue strategies. Each IMN underlying token has a genome that
specifies its look, characteristics, and origin. IMN cannot be duplicated or
distributed without the consent of the user.
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HOW THE ITMYNFT ECOSYSTEM IS TRANSFORMING
THE NFT
For a long time, the NFT business has struggled with concerns such as
transparency, authenticity, ownership, provenance, copyright, and
counterfeiting. Furthermore, the business has always been confined to the
wealthy few who can afford to spend millions of dollars on a single NFT item.
On the other hand, is definitely designed for everyone to enjoy, and it has the
ability to transcend all social and economic barriers.
The above-mentioned challenges are largely eliminated with our built
environment. And the NFT business has produced and successfully deployed
incredible and complex works of art. We're ready for a shift in how NFT is
bought, marketed, sponsored, loved, and even made.
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VALUABLES OF ITMYNFT NFT

Limited

Indivisible

Unique
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VALUABLES OF ITMYNFT NFT
1- LIMITED
The shortage of NFTs adds to their appeal. NFT developers may build a
limited number of non-fungible tokens to keep the value of the NFTs up.

2- INDIVISIBLE
The majority of NFTs are indestructible into smaller units. You will not be able
to purchase a digital item until you pay the full fee.

3- UNIQUE
NFT is completely safe and accurate because it has a robust information tab.
This feature makes the NFT more unique and potent.

BENEFITS OF ITMYNFT NON-FUNGIBLE
TOKEN (NFT)
Decentralized exchanges have been transformed by non-fungible tokens. There
are some of the advantageous benefits of this cryptocurrency;

1- Easily Transferable:
The transfers of NFTs are centered on their uniqueness and
indivisibility. You can transfer, sell or auction your NFTs in the ITMYNFT
NFT Marketplace with one click.

2- Trustworthy:
ITMYNFT NFTs are based on blockchain technologies. Consequently, you must
be confident that your NFT is right, as counterfeiting a decentralized and
permanent record is difficult.
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Staking
IMN Token works on the four platforms, which is eco-friendly, working on a proof
of stake. In addition to being the largest crypto exchange by trading volume,
these platforms offer exemplary staking services. This staking ensures users'
funds are safe by leveraging effective security measures and providing Secure
Asset Fund for Users (SAFU). Our staking method at the time of writing is
arguably one of the safest and eco-friendliest methods (for cryptocurrency) to
earn passive income. The platform stores all staked coins using a secure wallet
and a double-checking system.
IMN Token staking is quickly becoming a practice of gaining passive income by
merely storing or locking funds in a wallet as more individuals, including
institutional investors understand the crypto market's lucrativeness. Since staking
cryptocurrencies necessitates certain technological crypto know-how and
compliance criteria, IMN Token staking platforms are useful for allowing
investors, including those lacking technical knowledge of cryptocurrencies, to
stake proof of stake (PoS) coins and receive rewards. The staking network lends
you their professional skills and authenticates stakes on your behalf for a small
percentage of your staking prizes, allowing you to receive submissive profits.
Staking platforms that enable investors to collect staking incentives have sprung
up in response to the rapid growth in crypto staking. If you're interested in
earning a passive income by staking and love supporting charities, this is the
place to be.
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Benefits of Staking
Staking is advantageous in cryptocurrency as it generates rewards by
holding the coin on any exchange and generating passive income. When an
investor holds a coin and staking the pool, it is the easiest method to do, in
a decentralized world. There is very sufficient energy consumption and
stumpy probabilities of risks while staking than any crypto mining IMN
Token is here for you.
There are a few quantifiable benefits of Staking coin with ITMYNFT NFT
NO H A R D W A R E IS
RE Q U I R E D

P A S S I V E INC OME

Unlike proof of work, there is
no need of a specific
equipment or hardware for
crypto staking. Proof of stake
works with no equipment
requirements. The only
requirement is to hold the coin
for an interval of time by the
holders on any exchange

Stake holders earn
incentives by holding
and controlling their
digital wealth. Passive
income for the
beneficiary is the
reward of staking.

SC AL AB IL IT Y

E C O- F RIE NDL IE R

In the Blockchain world, scalability is a
concept that is often used. It refers to a
computational process's potential to be
used or generated in a variability of ways.
Proof of stake protocols, as shown by
Anime Cash's higher transaction outputs
and lower fees, make for greater
scalability.

As Proof of stake
blockchains are less
energy-consumers, they
are more environment
friendly. Thus, they have
a lower carbon footprint
and have little or no
environmental effects.

M ORE C OST - E F F E C T IV E

HIG H L Y SE C URE D
WIT H T HE HE L P OF
A N I M E C ONT RAC T

Proof of stake blockchains are always
inexpensive and less energy-consuming
platforms with no particular and
expensive hardware requirements. Unlike
proof of work chains, PoS is more costeffective and eco-friendly. So, the stakers
can earn more passive income by using
anime cash.

The biggest issue in the
modern world is security and
privacy, and anime cash
provides a swift and stable
portal that is backed by the
Anime contract, making him
superior to others. Anime
contract is offering a highly
secure and fast platform to
the users for staking crypto.
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Farming
“Yield farming” is a reward scheme that’s taken hold in the crypto world. If
you want to compare it to traditional investing, it’s like the yield on a bond
or a dividend. Like a traditional dividend-paying stock or bond, the yield on
DeFi tokens fluctuates depending on how these projects and exchanges roll
them out. Anyone with ITMYNFT account can easily do it in our ecosystem.
Farming allows the investors to get IMN tokens back with more amounts in
the form of interest while investing in the tokens.
Yield farming credit markets are offering new strategies for crypto owners
to earn incredibly attractive returns on their cryptocurrency, at least a
hundred times higher than a traditional bank would offer. Yield farming also
offers higher profits than almost any other traditional investment channel,
from real estate to stocks and bonds.
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ITMYNFT BRIDGE
IMN Token bridge is an advanced decentralized exchange built for
swapping Binance Smart Chain, Fantom, Matic and Ethereum tokens,
based tokens. IMN Token bridge is a Unique Decentralized Exchange
where users can switch to a Binance chain from Ethereum and vice versa,
for swapping any coin supported by any four platforms. IMN Token bridge
is the unique platform that is operating in the cross-chain blockchain
without the involvement of 3rd party.
Cross-chain solutions are increasingly catching the attention of speculators
within the decentralized finance ecosystem. As products and platforms
grow in popularity, interoperability between separate chains is becoming
increasingly important.
The space is evolving very rapidly, and the lack of cross-chain
interoperability platforms has been one of its biggest hurdles to grow.
There have been diverse challenges within the Defi and the IMN Token
bridge is committed to solving a few of them.
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ITMYNFT Audit Report
A smart contract audit is an extensive methodical examination and analysis
of a smart contract’s code that is used to interact with a cryptocurrency or
blockchain. This process is conducted to discover errors, issues and security
vulnerabilities in the code in order to suggest improvements and ways to
fix them.

Summary
A U D IT ING F IR M

InterFi Network

A R C H IT E C T U R E

InterFi “Echelon” Auditing Standard

S MA R T C O NT R A C T
A U D IT A P P R O V E D B Y

Chris | Blockchain Specialist at
InterFi Network

P R O J E C T O V E R V IE W
APPROVED BY

Albert | Marketing Specialist
at InterFi Network

PLATFORM

Solidity

MA ND A T O R Y A U D IT C H E C K

Static, Software, Auto
Intelligent & Manual Analysis

REPORT DATE

December 1, 2021

Contract Address:
0XA3A67BCB346D0D0DB1B348DBA0F0D406C
FF91503
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Audit Certification
We are pleased to declare our certificate of
compliance to all investors to establish a keen trust
and believe to invest in ITMNFT which provides an
authenticity to all users that all they are going to
spend is in safe hand, having zero percent risk.
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TOKENOMICS
TOKEN DETAILS

NAME

SYMBOL

ITMYNFT

IMN

Blockchain

Decimals

Binance Smart Chain,
Ethereum, Fantom &
Matic

18

TOTA SUPLLY

2,500,000
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TOKENOMICS
TOKEN DISTRIBUTIONS

Liquidity
10%

Marketing
20%
Pre-Sale
50%

For Team
10%
Airdrop
10%
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ROADMAP

Phase 1
ITMYNFT whitepaper

01

Website development
Social media
NFT platform Launch
Huge marketing

Phase 2

rollout
Token Audit
Pancake Swap launch

02

Listing on
CoinMarketCap
Listing on CoinGecko

Launch of NFT Token

Listing on Web3

IMN referral program

wallets
IMN token new
bridges, Ethereum,

Phase 3
CEX listings, Hotbit,
Whitebit, Bitmart
web3 app development
Expanded
advertisement of our

03

Polygon, Fantom
Certik audit
NFT Mint / stake
launch
Launch of
MYNFT.PHOTOS

IMN platform
Launch of
MYNFT.FINANCE
Launch of MYNFT.BUZZ
Launch of MYNFT.WIN
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Contact US
Email
Hello@itmynft.com

Facebook
https://facebook.com/itmynft

Instagram
https://www.instagra
m.com/itmynft/

Twitter
https://twitter.com/i
tmynft

Telegram
https://t.me/itmynft
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Final Word
Thank you for spending the time to read our
whitepaper. We've been working relentlessly over the
last few months to introduce something fresh to the
cryptocurrency market. With ITMYNFT, we feel we've
achieved this. IMN token was founded by a group of
people who shared a passion for change.

